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Domain trends

Defence economics
 � Global defence spending continued to rebound in 2019, with 

real-terms growth rising by 4.0% this year (when compared 
with 2018 and measured in constant 2015 US dollars). This 
was the highest year-on-year increase observed in the past ten 
years. Total defence spending, excluding US foreign military 
financing programmes, reached US$1.73 trillion, when mea-
sured in current dollars, against US$1.67trn in 2018.

 � In 2019, defence spending both in China and in the United 
States increased by 6.6%, when measured in real terms and 
compared to 2018. In nominal terms, the US increase alone 
(US$53.4 billion) almost equalled the United Kingdom’s 2019 
defence budget (US$54.8bn), while China’s nominal increase 
(US$10.6bn) was just short of Taiwan’s entire 2019 defence 
budget (US$10.9bn).

 � After years of cuts, total defence spending in Europe, when 
measured in real terms, once again reached the levels seen 
before the financial crisis (US$277bn in 2008; US$289bn in 

2019). This was an increase of 4.2%, when measured in real 
terms, compared to 2018. These spending increases are 
directed more and more towards procurements and research 
and development. Indeed, defence investments grew, as a 
share of total spending, from 19.8% in 2018 to 23.1% in 2019, 
for those countries where data is available. 

 � However, this increase in European spending was modest 
when measured in nominal dollar terms, rising from US$290bn 
to US$291bn, because the euro depreciated against the dollar 
over the year.

 � When measured on a per capita basis, as well as in GDP terms, 
countries in the Middle East and North Africa spent the most 
on defence. In 2019, Oman spent over US$2,500 and Saudi 
Arabia more than US$2,300 per person on defence. That said, 
Australia, Norway, Singapore and the US are also in the top 
ten when spending is measured on a per capita basis. The UK, 
spending US$837 per person, is in 11th position.

Land
 � States including Israel, the Netherlands, Russia, Turkey and 

the United States are increasingly seeking to integrate active-
protection systems (APS) onto their armoured fighting vehi-
cles, either as retrofits to existing designs or as integrated 
systems for future vehicles. The proliferation of highly capable 
man-portable anti-tank weapons has increased the demand 
for protection from this kind of threat in both low- and high-
intensity conflicts. Many countries are looking to counter these 
weapons with APS. With many legacy platforms approaching 
their upper weight limits, these systems offer increased pro-
tection for relatively little weight gain, when compared to tra-
ditional armour.

 � China, Russia and the US are all now at various stages of 
developing, testing and deploying truck-borne gun-howitzer 
systems. These are more easily transportable, including by air, 
than traditional tracked armoured systems, and offer integral 
mobility, potentially making them less vulnerable to counter-
battery fire than their towed counterparts. This makes them 

particularly attractive to light- and medium-weight rapid-
response units in need of fire support.

 � China and Russia appeared to be in the process of deploying 
hypersonic glide-vehicles as 2019 drew to a close. The US is 
also expected to put its own hypersonic glide-vehicles and 
hypersonic cruise-missile systems into operational service in 
the early 2020s, and a number of other states are currently 
conducting research in this area. The performance characteris-
tics of these systems further complicate an already demanding 
environment for missile defences.

 � The relatively easy availability of uninhabited aerial vehicles 
(UAVs) for both state and non-state actors has led to renewed 
military interest in both hard- and soft-kill counter-UAV 
systems. Both Russia and the US have deployed systems to 
the Middle East to protect their facilities and/or vessels from 
attack and are likely to feed the lessons of their experiences 
into future development work.

Maritime
 � Amphibious-warfare capabilities are again subject to close 

attention, especially in Asia. China is continuing to boost its 
capacity with more and larger vessels, Japan has established 
its amphibious rapid-deployment brigade and Australia is 
developing its navy as a task-group-focused force, centred on 
its landing helicopter docks. The United States, meanwhile, has 
issued a new operating concept and is looking to exploit new 
technologies and systems to enable integrated operations in 
contested environments.

 � The increasing requirement to maintain long-range maritime 
presence has meant there is growing emphasis – notably in 

France and the United Kingdom – on forward presence and 
new crewing models to increase platform availability.

 � There is growing concern, particularly among leading Western 
maritime nations, about the doctrinal, tactical and capabil-
ity implications of ‘hybrid’ or ‘grey zone’ activities at sea. As 
a result, there is now emphasis on the requirement for mar-
itime-domain-awareness and intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance assets, including multi-mission aircraft and 
remote-sensing capabilities, not least to increase the prospect 
of attributing covert actions.
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Aerospace
 � The United States announced in 2019 it would end acquisition 

of the AIM-120 Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile 
(AMRAAM) by 2026. The successor, the Lockheed Martin AIM-
260, is a response to aerospace developments in China and to 
a lesser extent Russia. Raytheon’s AIM-120 has been the market 
standard in the West for active radar-guided air-to-air missiles 
(AAMs) for a quarter of a century.

 � Crewed combat aircraft will likely be a part of air-force inven-
tories for most of this century. Often termed sixth-generation 
platforms, the latest designs will notionally enter service from 
the mid-2030s onwards. Design considerations include plat-
forms that can either be crewed or optionally crewed; have 
broad-band passive signature management, with the option of 
active stealth; integrated mission systems; and directed-energy 
payloads, along with adjunct uninhabited aerial vehicles (UAVs).

 � From low-observable subsonic to Mach 5+ hypersonic 
weapons, cruise missiles pose an increasing challenge for air 
defences. Alongside missile defences, tactical combat aircraft 
are now seen as an element of the defensive architecture to 
counter cruise missiles.  

 � Air forces are re-examining assumptions about platform sur-
vivability. Key enablers, such as tankers and early-warning plat-
forms – often based on large aircraft – are vulnerable to some 
air-to-air and surface-to-air missiles now in development. Simi-
larly, the current generation of medium and large UAVs were 
not designed to be operated in defended airspace. Risk man-
agement might in the short term include changing tactics, but 
in the longer term, platform designs and capabilities will need 
to adjust in order to increase survivability.

 � Active electronically scanned array (AESA) radars are increas-
ingly being integrated onto combat aircraft in place of 
mechanically scanned radar. All next-generation combat air-
craft now in test or development will use one or more AESA 
radars to provide their primary radio-frequency sensors. The 
advantages of AESA include increased detection ranges, 
improved resistance to countermeasures and improved reli-
ability. In addition, many of the current generation of combat 
aircraft are re-equipping with AESA radars as part of mid-
life upgrades and these radars are also being introduced on 
AAMs.

 � Fifth-generation aerospace capabilities are being introduced 
into the maritime-aviation environment. The US Navy and US 
Marine Corps continue to experiment with the ‘Lightning carrier’ 
concept of US Navy amphibious vessels operating F-35Bs, and 
the navy is preparing to introduce the F-35C. The UK is moving 
to operational sea trials prior to an initial operational deploy-
ment of its first new-generation aircraft carrier in 2021. Mean-

while, Japan and possibly South Korea are planning to introduce 
the F-35B onto their principal aviation-capable platforms.

 � There is an emerging global trend towards the recapitalisa-
tion of anti-ship missile capabilities. This is driven by the age of 
some weapons in service and the fact that they are increasingly 
out-ranged and out-performed by competitor systems.

Cyber
 � In June 2019, having called off a retaliatory airstrike, US Presi-

dent Donald Trump ordered a cyber attack on Iran’s Islamic 
Revolutionary Guard Corps after Iran shot down a US uninhab-
ited aerial vehicle on 19 June. Proportionality was likely a factor 
in the decision to employ cyber capabilities. These were again 
used by the US, in October, after Iran attacked Saudi Arabian oil 
facilities. The choice of cyber options may become more promi-
nent as US armed forces expand cyber units at lower levels of 
command, implement the 2018 Cyber Deterrence Initiative 
and operate according to ‘persistent engagement’, which is 
intended to enable the US to ‘build resilience, defend forward, 
and contest adversary activities in cyberspace’.

 � An officer in the People’s Liberation Army’s Electronic Engineer-
ing Institute wrote that ‘the ultimate purpose of information 
dominance operations is to influence or destroy an enemy’s 
decision-making process’. Primary targets, the article continued, 
should include enemy command-and-control centres, commu-
nication nodes, radar stations and computer-network systems. 
However, China’s 2019 defence white paper is not as fulsome as 
the 2015 white paper on the centrality of cyberspace as a new 
arena for international strategic competition, a decision perhaps 
influenced more by presentational considerations than by any 
weakening of the momentum towards military cyber power.

 � India made progress during the year in establishing its new 
tri-service Defence Cyber Agency. In February, Singapore said 
that it would recruit 300 additional military cyber specialists, a 
year after it set up a Cyber Defence School in the armed forces. 
In November, it was reported that Malaysia would form a new 
Cyber Electromagnetic Command to lead cyber operations. 
These measures illustrate the catch-up or adaptation processes 
now under way in generating cyber capabilities.

 � The head of Australia’s Information Warfare Division, Major-
General Marcus Thompson, raised on several occasions the role 
of the Australian Defence Force in defending the homeland in 
cyberspace. This reflects growing interest around the world 
by national armed forces in the adaptation processes needed, 
especially in terms of legal authorities, for a greater military role 
in homeland cyber defence.

 � In May 2019, President Trump declared a national emergency 
in cyberspace. This executive order foreshadowed the possible 
termination on national-security grounds of ICT trade and tech-
nology transfers between the US and any country, should the 
administration declare that country to be an ‘adversary’. This fol-
lowed a decade of gradually escalating US pressure on China 
over national-security aspects of the ICT sector, especially against 
the Chinese firm Huawei Technologies.


